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Brian Cowley (1st) 
 

Hi Bee, 

>          I'm putting my money on A Rocknroll Dance for your mare, The Blue Lotus. He was a big, 

strong racehorse on the track who could do it all, whether from the front or when allowed to settle. 

He had speed at both ends of the race which is a hallmark of an outstanding racehorse. You have 

blended the tough characteristics Grinfromeartoear imbues in his stock with the blitzing speed you 

say Zenterfold displayed to produce The Blue Lotus. A Rocknroll Dance's strengths as revealed during 

a stellar racing career should be the perfect complement, producing a foal that should pool all the 

qualities of both. 

>          If you were simply looking at a commercial breeding proposition, A Rocknroll Dance would 

recommend himself on his bloodlines and racetrack performances alone. However, the genetic 

connection of such a union looks even more favorable on paper. From what I have read, 

Grinfromeartoear favours broodmares bearing the legendary Golden Miss line. He carries it in his 

own maternal forebears through Shifting Sands. A Rocknroll Dance gets it through the damline of his 

sire, Rocknroll Hanover, also via Shifting Sands. It seems likely that Grinfromeartoear's predilection 

for Golden Miss bloodlines would hold similar appeal for A Rocknroll Dance. I like, too, that a mating 

of The Blue Lotus and A Rocknroll Dance would produce a desirable 4f x 4m cross of Direct Scooter in 

the foal which should inject exciting spead to the unyielding Grinfromeartoear toughness - perhaps a 

reflection of A Rockinroll Dance's own racing attributes. 

>          I think A Rocknroll Dance is the most complete consort for The Blue Lotus - and I've looked at 

quite a few. The timing of Nevele R and Alabar could not have been better in bringing this stallion to 

New Zealand. The Blue Lotus awaits and the stars align. Good luck to you and to The Blue Lotus 

regardless of the sire you choose for her. 

 

Mark Wilkens (2nd) 
  
              Pretty much I subscribe to 1/3rd genetics, 1/3rd phenotype and 1/3rd environmental factors in a 
match which should cover size, confirmation, temperament, soundness etc - plus a healthy dollop of luck! I try 
to follow sex linkage as much as I can without getting too hung up on male duplications or 4 x 3 to the milkman 
etc.Non sex-linked lines can also enhance a pedigree I've found so I don't mind them in support. 
  
             Firstly I try and analyse what I consider to be the genetic strengths of the mare. In this case no doubting 
the ability and speed of the mare but also the beauty of her genetic match. 
  
             I have never been a fan of Artsplace* or Western Hanover* line stallions in NZ, always been better 
served with the Oz and USA gene pools for mine. Art Major* is slowly changing my opinion, I'm always 
interested that like Mach Three* the best of the Art Major*'s seem to have M.Purdon next to their name. 
Whether this is purely his selection ability of young horses or weight of numbers I'm not sure but intrigued by 
it. 
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            Despite not liking Artsplace* much in NZ  i've always liked Grin and admired Mr Feelgood*, Mister Big* 
and Smiling Shard but wonder how he can leave 3 like that and a lot that aren't! From a bloodline perspective 
his Breath O'Spring/Spinster/TOM lines are beautiful and no doubt the toughness with the supposed large 
heart factor born out. The way this has been duplicated with the Bachelor Hanover* line in Zenterfold is ultra 
appealing. Golden Miss in his bottom line would be desirable to duplicate. It's a pity Smiling Shard is by Grin as 
his maternal lines would zing with The Blue Lotus I feel but the risk of a plodding colt by duplicating is too risky 
for mine. 
  
           One area I'm studying is the large heart influence in dams only as opposed to sire and dam - 
Elsu/Interchange/Blossom Lady/Desperate Comment are all similarly saturated in the dams side wth X factor 
mares. As with all studies time is great to have but I blink and a generation has gone by and I'm still working on 
it! 
Food for thought though. 
  
           I consider the main genetic strengths of TBL to be as follows: 
  
Breath O' Spring  duplicate 2 sex linked lines, any of Spinster family 
Spinster                    "      3         " 
TOM                         "      1         "             , 1 non 
Adios                 seek daughters to balance Adios* sons - 2 lines sex linked via Shadow Wave*, 2 non 
Golden Miss       duplicte   1 sex linked 
Good Time          daughters to balance Race Time* influence 
Meadow Skipper* sons to balance MS daughter influence 
  
Next for mine would be duplicate Bret Hanover, Albatross* and Hobby Horse Tar if possible. 
  
I believe like Bret Hanover(Castle Bret* etc) the early NZ sire sons of Adios (Jerry Adios*etc) were very poor on 
both type and performance and we missed on what the rest of the world enjoyed. I've noticed the very good 
horses produced in NZ the last 10 years chock full of Adios through both son and daughter and think it's 
important to balance up in a pedigree. 
  
Now the easy part of sorting out shuttle stallins, who is in fashion in 2 years time and availability of the perfect 
match. 
  
My top consort is Real Desire* - sex linked BOS, 2 lines sex linked Spinster (1 non), 1 line s/l TOM(1non),1 line 
s/l Bret Hanover (1 non), 1 s/l Adios daughter, 1 s/l Golden Miss, 1 s/l MS son - usually I would elaborate in 
detail on each point but from reading your blogs I concur you can decipher. Albatross is duplicated quite high 
in the pedigree which works often. 
  
Whether doubling up on the big brawling Abercrombie line is desired is of interest but I think adding Three 
Diamonds won't hurt and it would also get the best out of BOS via RaceTime/Storm Damage and duplicating 
Golden Miss , Hobby Horse Tar can't hurt either Albatross likes the Spinster influence, I particularly like the 
Bret Hanover lines and Adios back in the pedigree. Bret Hanover/ Albatross nick well so like the  mix here on 
both sides of the pedigree. Nice x-factor tail female mares on display as well. 
  
From a sales perspective this would give you a 3/4 brother to your Lincoln Farm 
purchased Thephantomtollbooth which could be attractive should he perform to their usual standard. Agin 
that  for mine is his overall sales performance which as a vendor would value him to me at about $2.5k service 
fee currently, if they had any straws left I'd negotiate as now I read he is not shuttling this season. 
  
So first choice frustratingly a possibility only. 
2nd choice is Well Said* - similarly I like the BOS tail female influence through Race Time backed up with 4 
lines eminating from Spinster (2 x sl) of which 2 are via TOM (1 x s/l). Albatross has 3 lines to offset this great 
family with 2 s/l so again very strong enhancement. Nice balance from MS son lines(2) through Albatross and 
Good Time/Knight Dream lines. 
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I doubt he is returning as not advertised so hard to get a line on and another maybe? The joys of shuttle 
stallions! 
  
My 3rd ranked and probably likely consort is Shadow Play*. Interestingly you have documented all my choices 
previously so we must read the same tea leaves! As you correctly blogged given the BOS s/l line,3 lines of 
Spinster (1 x s/l) although the supporting lines of TOM/Albatross are not sex linked but there all the same. I 
feel this pedigree has a very nice balance to it overall and line breeding to Lady Scotland as an x-factor mare 
very desirable. 
  
I'll be very interested to see how The Panderosa line goes as to date Ponder* and P-Forty Seven* probably 
aren't helping him and Panspacificflight* like many needs to get a wriggle on. Metroplitan* and Town 
Champion* in Oz. 
  
The upside is the Shadow Play* 2yos are  lighting it up in America, as you correctly state a slightly different 
gene pool but a lot from Artsplace mares - in NZ 1 winner, 3 qualifiers in NZ (1 gone to China!), and a sub 2 
minute 2yo from a Grin mare in Oz - looks promising and he'd be hard to fault on type by the looks. Personally 
I think he is still well priced at $4k advertised particularly as his only yearling sold at $28k in ChCh. 
  
My 4th consort is Gotta Go Cullen. He's a monster and it doesn't help they need time, I have 2 of them, both 
very nice foals and he'd better get a wriggle on also.I particularly like the Race Time influence via Butler BG* 
via his dam,strong Spinster/TOM blood again returning. Its another pedigree with a nice balance to it. He 
stands at $2.5k, probably on sale return now he should be $1.5k, probably didn;t help his first yearling was 
trumped up to $100k (renamed Got a Beauty) and has vanished. He has left a nice type in Tempest Cullen sold 
straight to Oz and Gotta Grunter who won recently - the reason I mention the latter is he's now on the beach 
and for sale for $13k. The reason I mention he's on th ebeach is I went to a Dave Phillips seminar in ChCh 
where he declared no son of Christian Cullen will make a siring son as the tendon problems his progeny suffer 
from on will pass down. I thought to stand up in the middle of Canterbury and proclaim that was pretty bold 
howeve maybe very prophetic too as Pay Me Christian, GGC, Stunnin Cullen, Alta Christiano and co get going. 
Open minded on that. 
  
Similarly Justa Tiger, my 5th consort is similarly bred to GGC, commercial value probably debatable now 
though.Again a son of Cullen with the BOS/Spinster tribe in action. 
  
My other thought is to possibly breed away, suggest TBL has enough BOS influence that can be topped up with 
ongoing Spinster/Albatross/TOM  for example and seek to enhance the Adios daughters and Meadow Skipper 
sons to balance up her blood. In that regard Bettor's Delight* is a standout, however I was intrigued with 
Raging Bull's balance and the Rasmussen to Golden Miss he brings. 
  
Others that offer Rasmussen's are Lis Mara (tom), Rock N Roll Hanover (shifting sands), Stonebridge Regal 
(bos) and Charles Bronson (spinster). The 2 that also offer this are Real Desire (BOS) and Shadow Play* (BOS) 
so I concur with your matings to date and cant find anything I would rate ahead. 
  
Complete outcross - Christian Cullen. 
  
Decison time - I would sound Alabar out on Real Desire*,hes 16 now so maybe last chance saloon, if a 
scratching  return to Shadow Play* - plenty of upside with his progeny to date and could be well in demand in 
2yrs time - worst case you are returning to a well that has served you admirably to date and continuing to 
upgrade the family around the BOS/Spinster line. 
  
Shame there is nothing new on the horizon yet to complement those bloodlines however one stud 
announcement or shuttle can change that! 
  
Hope you find my ramblings of interest. 
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Mike Finlayson (3rd) 
 

My stallion selection for this mare is Tintin in America. Reports of his first foal crop from Nevele R 

Stud are stunning and going to him in his second year is just as good from a commercial viewpoint as 

going to him as a first season sire. 

 

Rationale: 

 The Blue Lotus descends from the highly successful maternal family of Reflection (140). It 
includes two very strong branches from two full sisters by U Scott in Roistar and Zenith. 
Roistar is well known for the performances of Pocket Me and Pick Me Pockets whilst Zenith’s 
daughter Zenover is the dam of Interchange who is the dam of the great pacer Elsu. Zenover 
is a double-copy mare having the large heart gene on both X chromosomes. Zenover 
obviously passed the large heart gene it on to Interchange who in turn passed it on to Elsu. 
Similarly Zenover passed it on to Now and Zen who in turn passed it on to Zenola Star and 
then Zenterfold, who passed it on to the equally great pacer Tintin in America. The Blue 
Lotus has a heart score of 120 which would therefore indicate that she has inherited the 
large heart gene from Zenterfold. In breeding it is recommended that a large-hearted 
stallion should be bred to a mare that with a large heart to take full advantage of the X 
factor (Frank Mitchell, Racehorse Breeding Theories, 2004). 
 

 In the wild a particular stallion will head the herd and in spring will serve his own daughters, 
grand-daughters, aunties, nieces and even his own dam. Such is the process of natural 
selection and survival of the fittest. Artificial insemination has largely taken us away from 
what happens in nature, yet intense inbreeding was the norm in the early days of 
thoroughbred and standardbred breeding. The danger of inbreeding often quoted by 
opponents of the practice is that the resultant progeny may inherit the worst qualities of the 
duplicated ancestor. However there doesn’t appear to be any negative traits in the progeny 
of either Zenover or Zenterfold and intense inbreeding would appear to be well worth the 
gamble to intensify the X factor.   
 

 Inbreeding to superior female families is not a new concept. In his book Breeding Racehorses 
in 1964, Dennis Craig recommended “bloodstock breeders should take yet another look at 
the classic methods of mating practiced by their successful forbears (and) inbreed not to the 
same stallion, but to the same foundation mare within three to five generations.” This was 
further developed by Leon Rasmussen in 1993 with the Rasmussen Factor resulting from 
duplicating a female ancestor within five generations. 

 

 In summary Tintin in America over The Blue Lotus is a great pedigree for a colt for the Sales 
or a filly to be kept as a potential broodmare. If the objective is to sell and race the filly the 
close double up of New York Motoring blood is a risk because of the possible pronounced 
fillies hitch in their gait. However a filly would obviously be a keeper for later breeding. 
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The remaining entries are listed in no particular order, just as I cut & paste from my 

emails and blog comments into this document. I have not edited or spell-checked 

them. If anyone thinks they are missing, let me know: 

 

Richard Prior 
 

My No1 choice for Lottie is A Rocknroll Dance, First up I love the fresh injection and reversing to 

Direct Scooter behind ARD's paternal grandmother, Rich n Elegant. Falcon Seelster has had a pretty 

good affinity with Lottie's family producing the champion Elsu, The highly talented filly De Lovely and 

the handy performer in Zenola Seelster. Falcon's  highly talented son Mcardle also produced Tintin in 

America , A horse with explosive point to point speed. The mating between ARD and Lottie brings in 

a very nice reversal 6f x 5m of Bret Hanover and the family just love this type of blood. Another very 

good connection is the 5f x 6f of Shifting Sands with both Rocknroll Hanover and Grinfromeartoear 

being direct descendants to this influential mare. Apart from the reverse sexing of Direct Scooter 

and Bret Hanover, You also pick up Albatross and Abercrombie reversed and this is of paramount 

importance in the pedigree. When studying the greater family I came across a horse named Moxie 

1.49.3 in Nth America, A great grandson of Shadow Wave. He is of very little importance in my 

selection but I did noticed that when his paternal grandmother Queen Margie was bred to 

Abercrombie she left Incredible Margie who in turn produced the very smart Allamerican Inca $889k 

and Allamerican Ingot $1.1mil when bred to Western Hanover. No problems if Lottie was to produce 

a filly either, Bret Hanover, The Old Maid and Barbara Direct come into play along ARD's strong heart 

or X-Factor lines in the bottom of his pedigree to add to her already powerful arsenal. Interesting 

horse A Rocknroll Dance, He carries 4 lines of Barbara Direct(Minnehaha) 2 male and 2 female. 

 

Adam Wilkinson 
 

My stallion recommendation for your mare The Blue Lotus is A ROCKNROLL DANCE. See below my 
explanation. 
  
One of the best crosses for Rocknroll Hanover was Artsplace and Artsplace line stallions therefore 
why should this not also be the case for A Rocknroll Dance? Noting that The Blue Lotus is by 
Grinfromeartoear who is by Artsplace, I feel that this will be a fantastic modern mating. 
On the racetrack, his performances were outstanding, he is one of only three pacers in history to win 
in sub-1:50 at two, three and four, this to me indicates that he will produce progeny that will go at 2 
and improve as they get older. 
Size and looks is a critical aspect to consider, particularly when you are breeding for the commercial 
market. A Rocknroll Dance has both, standing at 16h tall and with looks that are comparable to a 
rock star, this is potentially a really exciting mating. 
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Adam Bowden commented when asked that "He is very laid back and is easy to be around” 
and Yannick Gringas comment on him was “He was a wonderful horse to drive and would do 
whatever I would ask him. Could race from the front or back. Had tons of speed and 
endurance”. To add these attributes to the pedigree The Blue Lotus possesses is a recipe for 
success. 
Knowing the desired match is requiring commerciality and profile when it heads to the sales ring, the 
resultant foal will be one of A Rocknroll Dance’s first ever foals to go through the ring in the southern 
hemisphere, from the profile and publicity that he brings with him, combining that with the job the 
family has done, this foal will be highly sought after when it enters Karaka in February 2017. 
  
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on him as I have a SBSW filly over here that I am 
going to send to him, I really like him on type and his racetrack performance were just 
fantastic and durable year after year. 
  
Kind regards 
 

 

Kevin 
 PDF –( let me know if you cannot open this – Bee) 

 

Noel Eade 

 
I have looked at the pattern of the top sixteen money earners of the following stallions: Jeremies Jet , 
American Ideal, Somebeachsomewhere, Art Major, Mach Three, Betters Delight, Well Said, Shadow 
Play. I have selected Art major from this list although I think Americam Ideal and Rocknroll Heaven 
would also be good choices. I have not considered the later as not sure on how his progeney are 
going, one for the future. 
 
I have enclosed the tesio report of Art Major and a list of his top sixteen money earners (Available on 
request – Bee). To help understand this later chart you need to know the significance of the colours 
the letters below each stallion and the numbers under each letter on the right hand side of the chart. 
It is really all the material I have been able to work out from Norman Hall which I am sure I have not 
got fully correct but even with my mistakes I think it will give some points to think about. 
 
The names on the left side are of the top sixteen horses left by Art Major sorted in order of earnings. 
The next rows are the dams stallions out to the fourth dam. The colours are BOLD for the Meadow 
Skipper Line, BLUE is the Adios Line, RED Volomite, GREEN Tar Heel, LIGHT BLUE Big Towner and 
MOVAE for all other lines. This I understand is the first part of matching the pedigree with your own 
horse which is listed on the chart at the bottom. 
 
Under each Stallion there are Letters which identify the existance of identified mares that seem to 
have a major influence on pedigrees. These are A for Adioo, H for Hatteres, K for Kathleen, M for 
Manete, and two major players in Margret Paraish M2 and Helen Hanover A2.  The numbers 1 or two 
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under the letters are where there is a double copy to that particular Mare, 1 meaning it occures in 
the 1st dam and one other, 2 if it appears in the 2nd dam and one other but not the first. You examine 
all these factors against your mare and make your assessment on whether all these patterns fit your 
mare. 
 
I have written on the chart factors around these top sixteen like 10 out of the 16 have Helen Hanover 
present in their pedigrees. There is also a summary of the chart split into Non Meadow Skipper, 
Double M/S and M/S followed by a small commentry on what the other lines the dams Stallions have 
followed. I think the more that the factors relate to the same as in your mare the better. 
 
After looking at all the other Stallions  listed above I thought that Art Major who is also doing a very 
good job as a Stallion suits The Blue Lotus the best. Looking at the Tesio chart, Artsplace is in an 
inbred position on Sire Line in this senario which maybe a good thing in the future should the foal be 
a filly. I have read that one of the things to look for is a mare that is inbred and Stallions that are out 
crossed. Unfortunatley in this scenario I have broken the last rule, however there seems to be a 
number of Art majors that have been bred to the Adios line with great success. In addition you have 
Tar Heel and one of your favourites in Shadow Wave in Xfactor Positions, this apparently is a plus. 
 
Hope this is understandable and wish you well with your project.  

 

Alana MacKay 
 

I have found The Blue Lotus quite a tough mare to match up as she carries a very modern pedigree 

and the NZ siring genepool is getting smaller and smaller.  Grinfromeartoear seems to be becoming a 

producer of sires, and with The Blue Lotus being out of an In The Pocket mare, it causes a lot of 

inbreeding with many available NZ stallions. Therefore I agree with you that a stallion choice for this 

mare warrants a lot of careful consideration and hard thought input.  

However I am purely about genetics, thats my thing... 

My choice for this mare is: Rocknroll Hanover 

I believe he should tick most of your boxes, he is highly Commercial, he leaves a great physical type, 

is highly proven and that is without mentioning the genetic match, its gold!!  

I am a firm believer in two things:  

1. Breeding back into the herd (tail female line) 

2. Reverse-sex crossing (resulting in giving the foal a core speed enhancement) 

In the resultant mating you manage to get both of these outcomes with added bonus's of some 

great pedigree-matching. 

Breeding Back Into the Herd is prominent via a 4x6 cross to broodmare gem Shifting Sands via her 

daughters Proven Perfect (Rocknroll Hanover's direct maternal line) 4th generation, and Shifting 

Scene (The Blue Lotus's paternal pedigree via Grinfromeartoear) 6th generation. 
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The resultant foal will also carry a 4x4 reverse sex-cross to Abercrombie (gives the foal a core, and 

will hopefully help to enhance speed, which is needed in the modern day of racing). Abercrombie 

was also a great gaited, tough and sound racetrack performer and has passed that onto his progeny, 

so hopefully carried through to the resultant foal. 

I love that the mating also gives great pedigree matching through cross-duplications of blood to 

Direct Scooter (more speed) 3x4, Shadow Wave 5x6x7, Duane Hanover 6x6x7, Scotland 6x7x7 (is one 

of the reasons I think Bettor's Delight is meshing so well with our NZ mares), Adios (speed) 

6x6x7x7x7, Star's Pride (noted duplication in Changeover's pedigree), Tar Heel (large heart 

progenitor), Knight Dream, Billy Direct, Volomite, Hal Dale are among others further out that are also 

pedigree- matched.  There is no bettor horse to have on the top line of this pedigree than Western 

Ideal who is doing great things himself and through the deeds of his sons. He provides some key 

non-pedigree-matching crosses too via Abercrombie, Meadow Skipper, Albatross, Most Happy Fella, 

Duane Hanover and Bret Hanover. 

If there was one disappointment in this mating was that Rocknroll Hanover unfortunately doesn't 

carry a line of Breath Of Spring, I would of like to seen one cross-duplication of this broodmare gem 

to make the mating absolutely perfect, but we can't have everything!! 

NOW, this stallion is dead, I believe there is still frozen semen around the last time I talked to dad. 

And he is quite expensive, but I believe its worth a crack before its all gone... 

 If you can't get the semen, my close second choice genetically for this mare is Rock N Roll Heaven, I 

won't go into any detail on him, if Rocknroll Hanover is a viable mating choice for this competition. 

Others I also liked on my shortlist was Mach Three, Well Said (but I would be wary of the all 

Albatross female lines, not sex-balanced) and Western Ideal (carries a double-reverse-sex cross). I 

have also like what you have tried with the Shadow Play mating!! 

 

Beth Thorne-Mckenzie 
 

I've read about your horse and in doing some research I believe that breeding The Blue Lotus with a 

stud named Crazed would produce an awesome foal.  Crazed has an incredible race record.  Your 

mare would produce a foal that. in the thoroughbred world. might be as winning as Secretariat or 

more recent, California Chrome.  I wish you much luck in your breeding and hope you will consider 

my recommendation in making your decision. 

I believe that the lineage and proven performance that Crazed exhibits would be a great cross from 

trotting to pacer in a foal.  The training is where the performance in pacing would begin, but the 

breeding would provide an excellent  mix that wouldn't be expected by others.  I stand firm on my 

belief that this would make an excellent match for your mare.  I wish you much luck in your breeding 

though and hope that you produce the foal that will break all types of records. 
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Sam Langrope 
 

I have had a look and settled on a stallion that I have seen in the flesh and of all the sires I have seen 

I fell in love with his physique, charisma and overall personality and I had never considered him 

before hand. 

He has so far not done a great job in New Zealand but I believe that could be due to breeders taking 

the wrong types of mares to him as he can tend to throw some monsters out that get going later in 

life and also the wrong cross for what he has to offer. 

I personally like to look at what a sire is producing in terms of their progeny on the track. 

With Grinfromeartoear siring horses with great stamina and staying/grinding characteristics I would 

be looking for a sire that has speed speed speed in his pedigree and so far I think he ticks the box. 

He has gone 1.47.6 and won $2.14 million in stakes, had enormous gate speed and his sire Cambest 

is one of the fastest horses on the planet. 

At stud, Cambest has left the winners of over $100,000,000 - 900+ individual winners, 476 in 1:55 

and 29 in 1:50 to date.. Among his 290 $100,000plus earners (6 millionaires) is what Nevele R say 

about him and his dam line includes a pacing broodmare of the year award in Lisheen. 

Personally for me I also like the cross of Artsplace mare and a cam fella line stallion producing such 

horses as Artistic Fella, Boarder Control, Carabella, horses with speed. I know two of them are 

Bettors Delight horses of which you have bred already but you were breeding to sell then and he 

was a great choice. You are not going to go with my choice I am sure of it because I don't think he 

has a big enough rep to produce a good price at the sales commercially which is why I would breed 

this one to race, After all your goal is to breed the best race horses you can!!  You have a lovely bred 

mare and he does not get the quality of mares that you posess, but I honestly believe he deserves a 

couple of good ones and Grinfromartoear Artsplace Is one I am sure will work well. His top 

performer in N.Z is Mister Mara who has all the speed characteristics his sire had and has been 

plagued with niggles through his career. Of course my choice is LIS MARA!!!!! 

 

 

Andrew Lewis 
 

I would consider “Elsu” as a good match for “The Blue Lotus” . The reason why is that you are breeding back to 

the family (Reflection) which has produced 9 win gelding Dougie Maguire. Having a double up of New York 

Motoring (Most Happy Fella) would compliment the Artsplace in “The Blue Lotus’s” sire line. Also the crosses 
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of Elsu and “The Blue Lotus” are similar in lines and in paticular the “Bret Hanover/Breath O Spring” close cross 

without them being too close. With the “Elsu /In The Pocket” cross you have the potential to produce the likes 

of Arnoux, Anvil’s Best Ever, Bella Arden and Macy’s Supreme(both mares) amongst others. On 

Allbreedpedigree.com I have named a resultant foal of this cross as “Blue Su” in which you can see the tesio 

mating result. Also there is a cross “The Blues Bothers” in which a current racing entire from the “Reflection” 

family is shown. Essbee Doubleyou is a group 2 winner at Menangle(Has gate speed). Breeding back into a 

family has recently shown to be anvantageous in some cases and should be considered alot more. 

 

Darryl Lawlor (treated as three separate entries) 
 

Here are some ideas that may help you decide on a sire for the blue lotus: 
  
American Ideal 
If you look at the pedigree it is one of the best ways to breed for ability outcross the sire line and 
linebreed the damsire, the outcross of Western Hanover line over the Artsplace line is one of the 
best in the book,  Well Said, Western Terror etc.  The linebreed includes greats such as Albatross, 
Meadow Skipper, Bret Hanover etc.  American Ideal is a very underated sire from the statistics I have 
looked at he is as good as anything going around at the moment sire wise and one of my favourites I 
have 2 of them one already a winner in better than 2.00 minutes and the other one a yearling out of 
a mare I have bred five times and this yearling is clearly the best of the five. I also have a 
Grinfromeartoear mare out of a Courage Under Fire mare I am proposing to send to American Ideal. 
  
McArdle 
Loves the Abercrombie line and you have already had great success out of this family by going to 
Mcardle, Tintin In America, I have seen this work on a number of occasions by sending the same 
maternal line back to a successful sire again and again. You also pick up the storm damage, touch of 
spring sibling cross, and I no you like storm damage.  The mare was said to be a bit one paced and 
Mcardle is a brilliant sire of speed only thing is he’s commercial days are probably behind him. 
  
Western Terror 
If you were thinking of doubling up the Artplace cross this is exactly how you need to do it in this 
pedigree example of Western Terror over The Blue Lotus. 
Lots of this coming through is Australia early two year speed by doing this, and what better sire to go 
to than the sire of the great Terror To Love.  I also like the sibling cross of full brothers New York 
Motoring and Happy Motoring lots of stamina here.  You also pick up a line breed of Bret Hanover 
and Meadow Skipper and have two great broodmares close up in the 4th generation of Blue Horizon 
and Al Dente. 
  

 

David Sinclair – Tell All 
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The stallion that I have selected, Tell All, comes a little from out of left field but I believe he is perfectly suited 

to The Blue Lotus maternally. Having gone through almost every commercial sire available, I found that there 

are 4 stand out matches to The Blue Lotus, namely Tell All, Rock N Roll Heaven, Shadow Play and Always A 

Virgin. Whilst there is very little between these 4 stallions, I believe that Tell All has a slight advantage when 

focussing on what The Blue Lotus possesses maternally. 

> Taking note of the book written by Norman G Hall, Queen Of Queens, which looks at the maternal influence 

of what he terms 'superior females', a trend has developed amongst almost all of the successful racehorses 

and sires worldwide, the existence of daughters or descendants of Pilot Jr maternally. The duplication of these 

'superior' ancestors appears to account far more thoroughly for the success of those outstanding 

standardbreds whose influence has been passed down through the generations. When looking at the pedigree 

of history's outstanding racehorses, dams and sires, the duplication of particular 'superior females' seems to 

occur far more frequently, and provide far greater correlation, then simply focussing on the sires and dam 

sires, and more specifically which sires matched best with which dam sires. Those main sources of Pilot Jr that 

account for the greatest proportion of successful standardbreds are Oniska, Kathleen, Midnight, Adioo, Helen 

Hanover, Manette and Margaret Parrish. Oniska is inbred 2*3 to Lida W, a daughter of Nutwood, with 

Nutwood being out of the Pilot Jr mare Miss Russell. Kathleen and Midnight are both daughters of Pilot Jr. 

Adioo is out of By By, with By By being a daughter of Nutwood. Helen Hanover is inbred 2*3 to Dillon 

Axworthy, whose 2nd dam is Adioo. Manette is a daughter of Nutwood, who provides the Pilot Jr influence 

through his dam Miss Russell. Finally, Margaret Parrish is inbred 2*3 to Arion whose dam is Manette. Doubling 

up these particular females maternally serves to reinforce the strengths offered by these 'superior females'. 

Doubling up these maternal sources is called a 'double copy', meaning they receive that influence from both 

the dam and the sire. 

> When matching Tell All to the Blue Lotus, the resultant foal would be a double copy to 5 out of the 7 main 

sources of Pilot Jr influence maternally, namely Oniska, Kathleen, Adioo, Helen Hanover and Manette. 

Additionally, not only would the resultant foal possess a double copy to 5 out of the 7 primary sources 

maternally, but would also possess a double copy to a further 8 secondary sources of Pilot Jr maternally, 

through Juliet, Kate, Alcalde, Brignoli mare, Crittenden, Nutilla, Russella and Twilight. 

> Now I will look specifically at which mares Grinfromeartoear has best matched with. Grin's highest 2 money 

earners worldwide were both out of Jate Lobell mares (Mister Big, Mr Feelgood).  Tell All's 2nd dam is by Jate 

Lobell so given Grin's tendency to match well with Jate Lobell I think this can work equally as well in reverse. 

> Next I looked at Grin's 8 highest money earners down under. Not surprisingly 4 out of those top 8 money 

earners are out of mares whose sire come from the Golden Miss family (2*Safely Kept, 2*Panorama), 

especially when you consider the fact that Grin descends directly from Golden Miss, which therefore 

reinforces this proven family. Not only does Tell All descend directly from Golden Miss maternally but his sire 

Real Desire also descends directly from Golden Miss, which would only serve to further reinforce this proven 

source of success. In fact 3 out of the top 4 money earning progeny of Grin down under come from mares 

whose sire descend from Golden Miss. 

> Whilst the remaining 4 out of Grin's top 8 money earning progeny down under do not come from mares that 

are by Golden Miss sires, I believe they offer additional benefits that would suit The Blue Lotus. These 

broodmare sires are Fake Left, Sands A Flyin, Falcon Seelster and Sokys Atom. 

> Fake Left is out of an Albatross mare. Albatross in turn is out of a Dancer Hanover mare, with Dancer 

Hanover being a son of The Old Maid. The 4th dam of The Blue Lotus (Zenover) is by Bachelor Hanover who is 

a half brother to Dancer Hanover. Furthermore, the 6th dam of The Blue Lots (Roydon Star) is by Light Brigade 

who happens to be a half brother to The Old Maid. Tell All himself is out of an Albatross mare. Consequently, 

within the first 7 generations of the resulting foal you will have 3 separate sources to The Old Maid and her 

mother Spinster, a renowned source of success worldwide for well over half a century. 

> Sands A Flyin has a 3rd dam that is also by Dancer Hanover which goes to show that Grin does appear to 

have a liking to The Old Maid and Spinster blood. Therefore, the reinforcing of The Old Maid blood with The 

Blue Lotus could potentially work very well, especially when to take into account the existence of The Old Maid 
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and her mother Spinster within The Blue Lotus maternally. 

> Falcon Seelster is out of an Overtrick mare. Overtrick's 4th dam is Helen Hanover. As stated above, Helen 

Hanover is inbred 2*3 to the Adioo source through Dillon Axworthy. It is worth noting that Golden Miss is by 

Ensign Hanover, a son of Helen Hanover and this seems to be the point where the Golden Miss family really 

took off. As stated above, Tell All carries Goldem Miss maternally through both his sire and dam, thus 

reinforcing the Helen Hanover and Adioo influence. 

> Sokys Atom's 2nd dam is by Adios who happens to be the other main source of Adioo. This goes to show that 

Grin matches well to Adioo, irrespective of whether that be via the inbred influence of Helen Hanover through 

Dillon Axworthy, or from Adios himself. 

> In conclusion, it would appear the Tell All is very well suited to what The Blue Lotus has to offer maternally. 

In fact, given what she possesses maternally it would appear that he matches perfectly and seemingly ticks all 

the boxes. Whether focussing on the 'superior females' that are duplicated maternally through both Tell All 

and The Blue Lotus, or focussing on what has worked maternally for Grinfromeartoear and then applying that 

in the reverse case, given that Grin will be the dam sire of the resultant foal, Tell All and The Blue Lotus appear 

to be a match made in heaven. 

>  

>  

 

David Sinclair – Rock N Roll Heaven 
 

> It is a real shame that Tell All is not available in NZ but anyhow I believe that a very close second 

would be Rock N Roll Heaven. I apologise for the fact that this is fairly long winded but I wanted to 

highlight just how well matched Rock N Roll Heaven is to The Blue Lotus. 

>  

> As I mentioned previously the main sources of Pilot Jr that account for the greatest proportion of 

successful standardbreds are Oniska, Kathleen, Midnight, Adioo, Helen Hanover, Manette and 

Margaret Parrish. Oniska is inbred 2*3 to Lida W, a daughter of Nutwood, with Nutwood being out 

of the Pilot Jr mare Miss Russell. Kathleen and Midnight are both daughters of Pilot Jr. Adioo is out 

of By By, with By By being a daughter of Nutwood. Helen Hanover is inbred 2*3 to Dillon Axworthy, 

whose 2nd dam is Adioo. Manette is a daughter of Nutwood, who provides the Pilot Jr influence 

through his dam Miss Russell. Finally, Margaret Parrish is inbred 2*3 to Arion whose dam is Manette. 

Doubling up these particular females maternally serves to reinforce the strengths offered by these 

'superior females'. Doubling up these maternal sources is called a 'double copy', meaning they 

receive that influence from both the dam and the sire. 

>  

> When matching Rock N Roll Heaven to the Blue Lotus, the resultant foal would be a double copy to 

6 out of the 7 main sources of Pilot Jr influence maternally, namely Oniska, Kathleen, Adioo, Helen 

Hanover, Manette and Midnight. In other words the foal would receive these 6 unique sources from 

both the sire and the dam effectively doubling these strengths up. Additionally, not only would the 

resultant foal possess a double copy to 6 out of the 7 primary sources maternally, but would also 
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possess a double copy to a further 7 secondary sources of Pilot Jr maternally, through Juliet, Kate, 

Alcalde, Brignoli mare, Crittenden, Nutilla and Russella. 

>  

> Now I will look specifically at which mares Grinfromeartoear has best matched with. Grin's highest 

2 money earners worldwide were both out of Jate Lobell mares (Mister Big, Mr Feelgood).  Jate 

Lobell has On Time doubled up maternally with his sire No Nukes having a 3rd dam by Good Time 

whist his dam J R Amy has Good Time as her dam sire. Good Time carries both Oniska through his 

dam sire Volomite, and Kathleen who is his 7th dam. Kathleen in turn is the primary source provided 

by Spinster and her descendents through The Old Maid and Light Brigade, with Spinster being by 

Spencer whose 4th dam is Kathleen. Rock N Roll Heaven carries Kathleen through his dam sire 

Artsplace, 2nd dam sire Cam Fella, 3rd dam sire Sonsam and 7th dam sire Good Time. Artsplace is 

out of an Albatross mare who is turn is out of a Dancer Hanover mare; Cam Fella’s 2nd dam being by 

Dale Frost, who is out of a Raider mare, with Raider’s 2nd dam being by Prince McKinney, and Prince 

McKinney having Kathleen as his 3rd dam; Sonsam having a 2nd dam by Good Time which as 

discussed above has Kathleen as his 7th dam, and Rock N Roll Heaven’s 7th dam sire who is Good 

Time. 

>  

> Going back to Oniska the primary sources for Oniska are through San Francisco, whose dam is 

Oniska, Volomite whose dam is by San Francisco, and both Tar Heel and On Time whose dams are 

both by  Volomite. Rock N Roll Heaven receives Oniska through his dam sire Artsplace, 2nd dam sire 

Cam Fella, 3rd dam sire Sonsam, 4th dam sire Oil Burner, 6th dam sire Tar Heel, and 7th dam sire On 

Time. Specifically, Artsplace is out of an Albatross mare with Albatross having a 2nd dam by Tar Heel; 

Cam Fella is out of a Bret Hanover mare with Bret Hanover being out of a Tar Heel mare; Sonsam is 

also out of a Bret Hanover mare; Oil Burner has a 3rd dam by Volomite, whilst his 6th dam sire (Tar 

Heel) and 7th dam sire (On Time) are both out of Volomite mares. 

>  

> Next I looked at Grin's 8 highest money earners down under. Not surprisingly 4 out of those top 8 

money earners are out of mares whose sire come from the Golden Miss family (2*Safely Kept, 

2*Panorama), especially when you consider the fact that Grin descends directly from Golden Miss, 

which therefore reinforces this proven family. It is worth noting that Golden Miss is by Ensign 

Hanover, a son of Helen Hanover and this seems to be the point where the Golden Miss family really 

took off. Rock N Roll Heaven provides that link to Helen Hanover through both his sire and dam. His 

sire Rocknroll Hanover is a direct descendent of Golden Miss with her being his 4th dam. His dam 

Artistic Vision is out of a Cam Fella mare, with Cam Fella’s 3rd dam being by Ensign Hanover, whilst 

Rock N Roll Heaven’s 5th dam who is also by Overtrick, with Overtrick having Helen Hanover as his 

4th dam. 

>  

> Whilst the remaining 4 out of Grin's top 8 money earning progeny down under do not come from 

mares that are by Golden Miss sires, one thing is apparent, they all possess strong links to either 
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Adioo or her off shoot Helen Hanover, Oniska and Kathleen. These broodmare sires are Fake Left, 

Sands A Flyin, Falcon Seelster and Sokys Atom. 

>  

> •      Fake Left is out of an Albatross mare. Albatross in turn is out of a Dancer Hanover mare, with 

Dancer Hanover being a son of The Old Maid. The 4th dam of The Blue Lotus (Zenover) is by Bachelor 

Hanover who is a half brother to Dancer Hanover. Furthermore, the 6th dam of The Blue Lotus 

(Roydon Star) is by Light Brigade who happens to be a half brother to The Old Maid. Rock N Roll 

Heaven is out of an Artsplace mare, with Artsplace being out of an Albatross mare, Albatross in turn 

being out of a Dancer Hanover mare, and with Dancer Hanover being out of the Old Maid. 

> •      Sands A Flyin has a 3rd dam that is also by Dancer Hanover which goes to show that Grin does 

appear to have a liking to The Old Maid and Spinster blood. Therefore, the reinforcing of The Old 

Maid blood with The Blue Lotus could potentially work very well, especially when you take into 

account the existence of The Old Maid and her mother Spinster within The Blue Lotus maternally. As 

mentioned above Rock N Roll heaven provides that link to Spinster and The Old Maid through his 

dam sire Artsplace. 

> •      Falcon Seelster is out of an Overtrick mare. Overtrick's 4th dam is Helen Hanover. As stated 

above, Helen Hanover is inbred 2*3 to the Adioo source through Dillon Axworthy. It is worth noting 

that Golden Miss is by Ensign Hanover, a son of Helen Hanover and this seems to be the point where 

the Golden Miss family really took off. As stated above, Rock N Roll Heaven possesses strong links to 

Helen Hanover through both his sire and dam. His sire Rocknroll Hanover is a direct descendent of 

Golden Miss with her being his 4th dam. His dam Artistic Vision is out of a Cam Fella mare, with Cam 

Fella’s 3rd dam being by Ensign Hanover, whilst Rock N Roll Heaven’s 5th dam who is also by 

Overtrick, with Overtrick having Helen Hanover as his 4th dam. 

> •      Sokys Atom's 2nd dam is by Adios who happens to be the other main source of Adioo. This 

goes to show that Grin matches well to Adioo, irrespective of whether that be via the inbred 

influence of Helen Hanover through Dillon Axworthy, or from Adios himself. 

>  

> I then looked at In The Pocket, dam sire of The Blue Lotus. Looking at the top 10 money earning 

progeny for In The Pocket as a broodmare sire one thing becomes very apparent, the sires of those 

progeny all possess strong links to Adioo and her off shoot Helen Hanover, Oniska and Kathleen. 

>  

> •      Bettors Delight *4, dam by Armbro Emerson, whose 2nd dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 3rd 

dam is by Adios; 2nd dam by Albatross, whose dam is by Dancer Hanover, and whose 2nd dam is by 

Tar Heel. 

> •      Badlands Hanover *2, dam by Tyler B, whose dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 2nd dam is by 

Adios; 2nd dam by Best Of All, whose 3rd dam is by Dillon Axworthy; 3rd dam by Bret Hanover, 

whose dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 5th dam is by Dillon Axworthy. 
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> •      Art Major, dam by Nihilator, whose dam is by Bret Hanover, who in turn has a dam by Tar 

Heel, and who has a 5th dam by Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam by Big Towner, whose dam is by Shadow 

Wave, who in turn has a 3rd dam by Dillon Axworthy, and who has a 4th dam by Volomite; 3rd dam 

by Dancer Hanover, 4th dam by Tar Heel. 

> •      McArdle, dam by Nihilator, whose dam is by Bret Hanover, who in turn has a dam by Tar Heel, 

and who has a 5th dam by Dillon Axworthy; 3rd dam by Tar Heel 

> •      Aces N Sevens, dam by No Nukes, whose dam is by Overtrick, who in turn has Helen Hanover 

as his 4th dam, with Helen Hanover being inbred 2*3 to Dillon Axworthy, whilst the 2nd dam of No 

Nukes is by Tar Heel; 2nd dam by Big Towner, whose dam is by Shadow Wave, who in turn has a 3rd 

dam by Dillon Axworthy, and who has a 4th dam by Volomite; 3rd dam by Harold J, whose grand 

dam is Spinster. 

> •      Albert Albert, dam by Albatross, whose dam is by Dancer Hanover, and whose 2nd dam is by 

Tar Heel; 2nd dam by Bret Hanover, whose dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 5th dam is by Dillon 

Axworthy. 

>  

> I then looked at New York Motoring sire of the grand dam of The Blue Lotus. Looking at the top 10 

money earning progeny for New York Motoring as a broodmare sire once again it becomes very 

apparent that the sires of those progeny all possess strong links to Adioo and her off shoot Helen 

Hanover, Oniska and Kathleen. 

>  

> •      Falcon Seelster, dam by Overtrick, whose 4th dam is Helen Hanover, with Helen Hanover 

being inbred 2*3 to Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam by Adios Butler, whose 2nd dam is by Volomite; 4th 

dam by Volomite. 

> •      Armbro Operative, dam by BGs Bunny, whose dam is by Bret Hanover, who in turn has a dam 

by Tar Heel, and who has a 5th dam by Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam by Shadow Wave, whose 3rd dam 

is by Dillon Axworthy, and whose 4th dam is by Volomite; 3rd dam by Sampson Hanover, whose dam 

is by Dillon Axworthy; 6th dam by Dillon Axworthy. 

> •      Golden Greek, 2nd dam by Right Time, whose 3rd dam is by Dillon Axworthy; 3rd dam by 

Darnley, whose dam is by High Noon, who in turn has a dam by San Francisco, dam of San Francisco 

is Oniska; 4th dam by Volomite. 

> •      Mach Three, dam by Abercrombie, whose dam is by Duane Hanover, who in turn has a dam by 

Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam by Most Happy Fells, whose dam is by Good Time, who in turn has a dam 

by Volomite; 3rd dam by Bret Hanover, whose dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 5th dam is by Dillon 

Axworthy; 4th dam by Shadow Wave, whose 3rd dam is by Dillon Axworthy, and whose 4th dam is 

by Volomite; 6th dam by Volomite 

>  
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> •      Christian Cullen, dam by Bo Scots Blue Chip, whose dam is by Meadow Paige, who in turn has 

a dam by Adios; 2nd dam by Overtrick, whose 4th dam is Helen Hanover. 

> •      Il Vicolo, dam by Noodlum, whose dam is by Captain Adios, who in turn has a 2nd dam by 

Sandy Flash, with the dam of Sandy flash being by Dillon Axworthy, Noodlum’s 2nd dam by Light 

Brigade; 4th dam by Dillon Hall, whose dam is by Dillon Axworthy. 

> •      Holmes Hanover, dam by Tar Heel; 5th dam by Dillon Axworthy. 

> •      Courage Under Fire, dam by Vance Hanover, whose dam is by Best Of All, who in turn has a 

3rd dam by Dillon Axworthy, 2nd dam of Vance Hanover is by Tar Heel, 5th dam of Vance Hanover is 

by Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam by Dundee Adios, whose 2nd dam is by Dillon Hall, who in turn has a 

dam by Dillon Axworthy. 

> •      Allwoods Trick, dam a full sister to Overtrick, so 5th dam is Helen Hanover. 

> •      Sands A Flyin, dam by Bret Hanover, whose dam is by Tar Heel, and whose 5th dam is by Dillon 

Axworthy; 3rd dam by Dancer Hanover; 5th dam by Tar Heel. 

>  

> As discussed above, Rock N Roll Heaven possesses very strong links to Adioo and her off shoot 

Helen Hanover, Oniska and Kathleen. Whilst the emphasis has so far been on Helen Hanover, Oniska 

and Kathleen, I would like to point out the saturation of Adioo in the maternal pedigree of Rock N 

Roll Heaven primarily through Dillon Axworthy. Firstly I would like to mention that the two primary 

sources of Adioo come through Adios, whose dam is by Adioo Guy, a son of Adioo, and through 

Dillon Axworthy whose 2nd dam is Adioo. Rock N Roll Heaven’s dam sire Artsplace has 3 separate 

maternal traces to Dillon Axworthy; 2nd dam sire Cam Fella has a maternal trace through his dam 

sire Bret Hanover in addition to the double trace provided by Helen Hanover who is inbred 2*3 to 

Dillon Axworthy; 3rd dam sire Sonsam has a maternal trace through his dam sire Bret Hanover; 4th 

dam sire Oil Burner has a maternal trace through his dam sire Shadow Wave; and 5th dam sire 

Overtrick traces directly to Helen Hanover. Given the fact that The Blue Lotus’s sire 

(Grinfromeartoear), dam sire (In The Pocket) and grand dam sire (New York Motoring) all tend to 

match best with a combination of Adioo, Helen Hanover, Oniska and Kathleen Rock N Roll Heaven 

appears to be a wonderful match. When you also add the double connection of The Blue Lotus to 

Kathleen through Bachelor Hanover (4th dam sire) and Light Brigade (6th dam sire) to Rock N Roll 

Heaven’s direct maternal connection to the Spinster line through his dam sire Artsplace, this just 

adds further weight to the case. 

>  

> In conclusion, it would appear that Rock N Roll Heaven is very well suited to what The Blue Lotus 

has to offer maternally. In fact, given what she possesses maternally it would appear that he 

matches perfectly and seemingly ticks all the boxes. Whether focussing on the 'superior females' 

that are duplicated maternally through both Rock N Roll Heaven and The Blue Lotus, or focussing on 

which sires have matched best with Grinfromeartoear, In The Pocket and New York Motoring mares, 

Rock N Roll Heaven and The Blue Lotus appear to be an outstanding match. 
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Colin Harris 
 

The Blue Lotus comp. 

I know he’s a new Sire on the block, but I would suggest you put her in foal to 

Changeover. I don’t think the In The Pocket influence of Sire and Grand Dam is to close, maybe it is?. I just 

think Changeover is going to be a top Sire of the future. 

What I’ve seen of the Changeovers ( 17 winners of 2yo races to date ) from his 1st crop, and the glowing 

reports from Stud masters, trainers ,that the foals, weanlings, yearlings and 2yos are of good size, nice types, 

with great temperaments and they are great gaited horses. 

There’s also a good dose of Meadow Skipper in both families, plus some lovely traces back to The Old Maid 

and Spinster that a lot of us like. 

 

John Chew - A Rocknroll Dance 
 

If I could suggest a new stallion for this mare being a rock n roll dance which stands at nevele r stud in nz.the 

presence of volomite line usually through direct scooter was a dominate feature of this horses sire rock n roll 

hanover.the best mating for this sire was artsplace mare over direct scooter line mare.grinefromeartoear is an 

artsplace stallion and in the pocket through direct scooter is your 2nd line mare.then you have zenola star by 

new York motoring who is by most happy fella.the 3rd dam of a rock n roll dance is by cams card shark who is 

by most happy fella..i like to outcross through sire line and pedigree match maternally through the dam 

side.you are trying like us all to breed better horses and I think through this mating you will be on your way to 

a very nice colt or filly.also you will have the luxury of having double up of the golden miss family. a rock n roll 

dance with his pedigree and being new stallion should put size and speed into your mares family.all the best 

with your selection,hope I have been of some help. 

 

Gavin Anderson 
 

Why wouldn’t you stay with what works. You wouldn’t re invent the wheel. The falcon seelster line has 

been successfull in the family with Tintin in America / so I would stay with that line of thought. Falcon 

Seelster’s best son Mc Ardle. 
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Graeme Whelan 
 

I think for any mare mach three will always provide a future in either racing or breeding.He has great 

% s and stock sells well betters delight is a good cross but to continually using him gives you no 

chance to learn about what she is better suited to sportswriter is going to be the future and his line 

cross over anything. Good luck. 

 

Barry Abbott - Roll With Joe 
 

The stallion i would look at is roll with joe as he is a full brother to bettors delight and he will have 

horses racing by then and if the last foal might also be up and running ,the stats on bettors delight 

cannot be left unnoticed so you would he a foal that you can sell and advertise easy enough. 

Barry Abbott – Falcon Seelster 
 

LOOKING AT THE PEDIGREE i,would sugest falcon seelster as he is still available as frozen semen and 

makes the foal related to tin tin ,also if a filly will be a gem as a broodmare 

 

 

If I have left any out, please let me know and I will revise. 
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